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What’s your retirement income picture?
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Retirement 

Income

Social Security

IRAPension

Financial Assets

403(b)/401(k)



Social Security is not a given
Your have to work (enough) to earn it. 
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40 CREDITS

needed to qualify

1
CREDIT = $1,470*

4
CREDITS max per year

10
YEARS needed at least

*2021 wages / self-employment income; Source: How You Earn Credits – ssa.gov



How are benefits calculated?
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For illustrative purposes only. Source: Social Security, 2021

*Wages are indexed to two tears prior to eligibility (age 62 for retirement benefits) using the national average wage index.
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How are benefits calculated?
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For illustrative purposes only. Source: Social Security, 2021

Top 35 years

In
c
o

m
e

Working Years

Minimum 10 years

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

6 year sabbatical:

$0/year

Benefit calculation: Average of 30 years of earnings* / 35 years



How is my benefit calculated?
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Source: Social Security Administration. $133,176 annualized AIME is based on earnings at or above the OASDI wage limit for 35 years prior to age 62. $37,712 is the estimated benefit amount received at Full  Retirement Age (66 and 10 

months for someone who turns 62 in 2021) based on the annualized AIME and does not include the cost of living adjustment between age 62 (when work stops) and age 66 and 10 months.  Note bend points are set at age 62, regardless 

of actual retirement age. Forward looking data points based on forecasted amounts in the 2020 Trustees Report.
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Estimated Social Security Benefit

Estimated Social Security benefits using 2021 bend points
Based on 35-year average annualized AIME of $133,176

Average Indexed  Monthly Earnings  

Threshold

$72,024

$11,952

x 90%

replacement rate

x 15%

$37,712 total

annual benefit

x 32%

= $10,757

= $19,223

= $9,173

$133,176

Benefit

component



Everyone doesn’t earn the same
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FRA = Full Retirement Age

Source: Social Security Administration Annual Statistical Supplement, Table 6.B3, 2020

35

Amount

highest earning years

Age62
to70

Starts

Multiple 

Options

Election

Full Retirement Age doesn’t mean 65
Your Full Retirement Age (FRA) depends on when 

you were born. 1

1943 – 1954

1955 – 1959

1960 and after

Age 66

Age 66 + 2 months for 

every year after 1954

Age 67

Source: ssa.gov



Work and receive benefits
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Through year before
turning Full Retirement Age

In the year
of turning Full Retirement Age

Month you turn Full Retirement 
Age and older

Earnings Limit (2021)
$18,960

($1,580 per month)

$50,520

($4,210 per month)
No restrictions

Amount of Withholding
$1 of benefits withheld for every 

$2 of earnings above limit

$1 of benefits withheld for every 

$3 of earnings above limit
No restrictions

• Earnings limit looks at wages only. Unearned income (pensions, IRAs, rental income, etc.) does not cause Social 

Security benefits to be withheld

• Earnings limit applies to wages received after starting Social Security



Social Security timing tradeoffs
What a difference a year makes
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Benefits differ by birth year and claim age

Full Retirement Age = 100% benefit

For illustrative purposes only. The Social Security Amendments Act of 1983 increased FRA from 65 to 67 over a 40-year period. The first phase of  transition increased FRA from 65 to 66 for individuals 

turning 62 between 2000 and 2005. After an 11-year hiatus, the transition from 66 to 67 (2017- 2022) will complete the move. This material should be regarded as educational information on Social 

Security and is not intended to provide specific  advice. If you have questions regarding your particular situation, you should contact the Social Security Administration and/or your legal or tax  professional.

Source: Social Security Administration, J.P. Morgan Asset Management.

100%

benefit
124%70%

Age 70

Age 62

-6.00% average per year +8% per year

100%

benefit
132%75%

Birth year: 1954 or earlier
Full Retirement Age: 66

Age 70

Age 62

-6.25% average per year +8% per year

Decreased benefits Increased benefits

1.3%
Cost of living increase for  benefits 

received in 2021

Average cost of living  

adjustment (1985-2021) 2.5%

66 + 8 months

66 + 6 months

66 + 4 months

Full Retirement Age: 66 + 2 months

Birth year: 1960 or later
Full Retirement Age: 67

1958 (63)

1957 (64)

1956 (65)

Birth year: 1955 (current age: 66)74.2% 130.7%

73.3% 129.3%

72.5% 128.0%

UNDERSTAND THE  TRADEOFFS

Deciding when to claim benefits will have a  

permanent impact on the benefit you receive.

Claiming before your full retirement age can  

significantly reduce your benefit, while 

delaying  increases it.

In 2017, full retirement age began transitioning 

from 66  to 67 by adding two months each year 

for six years.

This makes claiming early even more of a 

benefit reduction.

71.7%

70.8%

126.7%

125.3%1959 (62) 66 + 10 months



Social Security timing tradeoffs
What a difference a year makes
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Drawing Social Security early may not be the best

You can start before your Full Retirement Age, but doing so will mean a reduction in your amount. Delaying your benefits lets you collect more.1

If you start at age…

62 70% 67 100% 70 124%

1. Assumes FRA is 67. Increased benefits for delaying Social Security max out at age 70.

Source: ssa.gov 



Earnings test: how it works
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Source: Social Security Administration

You are subject to the earnings test if:

1

2

3

You are younger than full retirement 

age (FRA) AND

You have earnings from work AND

You are claiming any of the following 

benefits:

• Your own benefit

• Spousal benefit

• Child benefit

• Survivor benefit

In addition, benefits for your family based on 

your work record are subject to the earnings 

test if you have not reached FRA. However, 

earnings of your family members will not 

change your benefit, which is based on your 

own work record.

You are subject to the earnings test if:

BEFORE 

FRA

YEAR 

OF 

FRA

AFTER 

FRA

If you earn more than

$18,960/year

Amount withheld

$1 for every $2 earned 

above the threshold

If you earn more than

$50,520/year

Amount withheld

$1 for every $3 earned 

above the threshold

After you reach FRA, 

withholding based on your 

earnings stops no matter 

how much you earn
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Spousal benefits
Earnings test applies to spousal benefits until Full Retirement Age

*Exception: Restricted application may be available if you were born on or before 1/1/1954
Source: Social Security Administration

32.5%

35.0%

37.5%

41.7%

45.8%

50.0%

35.0%

37.5%

41.7%

45.8%

50.0%

50.0%

Age 62

Age 63

Age 64

Age 65

Age 66

Age 67+

FRA 66 FRA 67

Spousal Percent

Availability

• Available even if you did not work

Requirements 

• Must be married to current spouse at least one year

• Your spouse must be receiving his or her retirement benefit

If both spouses worked

• Generally receive greater of your retirement or spousal benefit*

• Only one spouse at a time can receive a spousal benefit



SSA.gov: Access your annual 

Social Security statement 
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• Go to ‘www.ssa.gov’ to sign up for a My Social  Security

login account.

• Access your annual Social Security  Statement at 

least once per year.

• Confirm your earnings record.

• Review your estimated benefit amounts.

http://www.ssa.gov/


Claiming ages
Own benefit vs. spousal and survivor (born 1960 or later)
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FRA = Full Retirement Age

Source: Social Security, 2021. Full retirement age is assumed to be 67. Not personal advice- check with the Social Security Administration for your specific situation.

Spousal

62 FRA

50% of earner’s full benefit after spouse claims

Survivor

60 FRA

100% of deceased claimed benefit*

35%

28.5%

Claiming early reduces benefit by…

Claiming early reduces benefit by…

Own

Claiming early reduces benefit by…

62

30%

70

24%Claiming later increases benefit by…

FRA

If spouse had not claimed benefits and passedaway:

•prior to FRA, survivor benefit based on the FRA amount.

•after FRA, survivor benefit based on the benefit at age of death.



Social Security benefit claiming 

considerations
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Comparison of claim age based on an individual’s expected rate of return and longevity
Color represents the claim age with the highest expected lifetime benefits
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Expected longevity

10%

76

Claim at age 62

Claim at age 70

9%

8%

7%

6%

5%

4%

3%

2%

1%

0%

CONSIDER PORTFOLIO  RETURNS AND YOUR LIFE  EXPECTANCY

The lower your expected long-term investment return and the  

longer your life expectancy, the more it pays to wait to take your  

benefit.

How to use:

• Go to the intersection of your expected rate of return and 

your expected longevity.

• The color at this intersection represents the Social 

Security claim age that maximizes total wealth 

(cumulative Social Security benefit and  investment 

portfolio) given the three claiming options of 62, Full 

Retirement Age (age 66 & 10 months) and age 70.

• Example: For a woman with an expected 

consistent 5% rate of return (net of fees) and 

an average life expectancy of 86: consider  

claiming at age 70.

Source (chart): Social Security Administration, J.P. Morgan Asset Management.  Source (longevity): 

Social Security Administration 2020 OASDI Trustees Report.

Assumes the same individual, born in 1959, retires at the end of age 61 and claims at 62 & 1 month, 66 & 10 months and 70, respectively. Benefits are assumed to increase 

each year based  on the Social Security Administration 2020 OASDI Trustee’s Report intermediate estimates (annual benefit increase of 2.5% in 2021 and 2.4% thereafter). 

Analysis is based on the average  earner (all earnings profiles yield similar results). Expected rate of return is deterministic, in nominal terms, and net of fees.



Combined income exclusions
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Sources: * IRS Publication 590-B ** IRS Publication 525. This may not be a comprehensive list. 

MFS does not provide tax , legal, retirement, or accounting advice. Please consult with a qualified tax advisor for more information. 

Roth IRA and Roth 

401(k)/403(b)*

Qualified 

Charitable 

Distributions*

Nontaxable Portion 

of Pensions and 

Annuities*

Inheritance and 

Gifts**

Life Insurance 

Proceeds**

HSA Withdrawals for 

Qualified Medical 

Expenses**



Questions to consider
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Discuss claiming options and the impact it will have on your retirement income goals with your 

investment professional / financial advisor.

* Source: William Meyer and William Reichenstein, "Social Security: When Should You Start Benefits and How to Minimize Longevity Risk", Journal of Financial Planning.  March 2010.

MFS does not provide tax, legal, retirement, or accounting advice.

• How long will you work?

• What is your withdrawal rate?

• What is your (combined) life expectancy? 

Guidelines to Claim Social Security and Minimize Longevity Risk* 

Guidelines to Claim Social Security and Minimize Longevity Risk* 

Single*
• Average life expectancy: take as soon as possible

• Long life expectancy: let Social Security grow as long as 

possible

Married*
• Spouse with lower Social Security benefit begins as 

soon as possible

• Spouse with higher Social Security benefits maximizes 

benefits as much as possible



If you have additional questions, send them to 

sageviewinfo@sageviewadvisory.com
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WHAT WE’LL COVER

I

II

What is a 529 Plan?

How it works and key benefits
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There are two types of 529 Plans
What’s the difference?

1. 529 College Savings Plans are the most common type. Investments grow tax-free 

and can be withdrawn tax-free for educational expenses such as tuition, room and 

board and required textbooks

(what we’re talking about today)

2. 529 Prepaid Loans let you prepay part or all of an in-state public tuition, locking in 

the tuition at the time of payment

Fall 2021 Financial Wellness Workshop



What is a 529 College Savings Plan?
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Tax Advantages

A 529 college savings plan is a state-sponsored investment plan that enables an individual 

to save money for a beneficiary and pay for education expenses. 

Flexibility Control



529 Plans are state-sponsored

• Each state offers at least one 529 plan, but you do not have to invest in 
your own state’s plan

» Keep in mind, many states offer residents a state tax deduction for investing in the 
state plan, versus an outside plan 

» There is no federal tax deduction for 529 contributions 

Fall 2021 Financial Wellness Workshop

Source: https://finaid.org/savings/state529deductions/

Does your state offer a 
529 deduction?

State offers 529 deduction

No state income tax

No 529 deduction



How it works
Tax advantages are one of the biggest benefits to a 529 plan
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Tax deductions
Many (but not all) states let you deduct your 529 plan contributions on your 

state income tax return, up to your state’s limit.*

Tax-free withdrawals
You won't be taxed on the money you withdraw for qualified education expenses.

K–12 tuition of up to $10,000 per student per year at a public, private, or religious school can 

also be treated as a qualified education expense with respect to the federal tax benefit. State 

tax treatment of K–12 withdrawals, however, is determined by the state where the taxpayer 

files state income tax. 

Tax-deferred growth
Your earnings will be deferred from federal and usually state taxes.

*The availability of tax or other benefits may be contingent on meeting other requirements.



How it works
What are qualified education expenses?
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You can use the money for qualified higher-education 

expenses, including:
• Tuition at a college, university, trade school, vocational school

• Expenses necessary to participate in apprenticeship program*

• Room and board

• Fees

• Books

• Supplies

• Equipment

• Computer hardware and software

• Internet access and related services

PLUS
• Payments for student loans for college, university, trade school, vocational school, 

or apprenticeship programs (up to a $10,000 lifetime limit per beneficiary)

• 529 assets can also be used for K-12 tuition of up to $10,000 per student per year 

at a public, private, or religious school

*Earnings on nonqualified withdrawals may be subject to federal income tax and a 10% federal penalty tax, as well as state and local income taxes. The availability of tax or other benefits may be contingent on meeting 

other requirements. State tax treatment of withdrawals used for i) expenses for tuition in connection with enrollment or attendance at an elementary or secondary public, private, or religious school, ii) expenses related to 

apprenticeship programs, or iii) student loan repayments is determined by the state(s) where the taxpayer files state income tax. If you are not a Nevada taxpayer, please consult with a tax advisor.



How it works
What if you withdraw the money for expenses that are not covered?
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Qualified distribution rules are strict
• If you withdraw the funds for expenses not covered, it will cost you:

» Earnings withdrawn for non-qualified expenses are subject to a 10% penalty 

and ordinary income taxes. There is no penalty on the principal*.

Exceptions
• If the beneficiary receives a scholarship, you can withdraw funds equal to the 

amount awarded

» Earnings will still be subject to taxes but there will be no additional penalty

» You can change the beneficiary on the account at any time (i.e. if the first child 

chooses not to attend college, you can change the account beneficiary so the 

funds go toward paying for a younger sibling’s education instead)

*NerdWallet



How it works
Who can open a 529 account?
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U.S. residents, all income levels
• There are no income restrictions on 529 plan accounts

• To open an account, you must be a U.S. resident, age 18 or over, with a U.S. mailing 

and legal address, and a Social Security number or Tax ID



How it works
Who can be a beneficiary?
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Save for anyone
• The beneficiary can be anyone with a Social Security or Tax ID number

• To open an account, you must be a U.S. resident, age 18 or over, with a U.S. mailing 

and legal address, and a Social Security number or Tax ID

• Start saving for a child, grandchild, other family member, friend – even yourself

• You can also save for an unborn child and transfer the account from yourself to your 

child once they arrive



How it works
Who controls the account?
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The account owner controls the account
• The account owner maintains ownership of the account until the money is 

withdrawn

• If you open an account for your child, you (not your child) have control of when and 

how your money is spent, even after the person you’re saving for becomes an adult



How it works
How much can you contribute?
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There aren’t set contribution limits
• The IRS says “contributions cannot exceed the amount necessary to provide for the 

qualified education expenses of the beneficiary.”

• Unlike other tax-advantaged accounts (like a 401(k) or IRA), 529 plans do not have 

specific contribution limits set forth by the IRS. 

» Most states do set limits between $350,000 and $500,000



Investment options

• Each plan has certain pre-set investment options, such as mutual funds

• Some 529 plans offer age-based fund portfolios

• An accountholder can only change their investment options twice per year or when 

there is a change in the beneficiary
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Investing in college savings plans does come with some risk. Unlike prepaid tuition plans, they don't lock in tuition prices. Nor does the state back or guarantee the investments. There also is the

risk with most college savings plan investment options that you may lose money, or your investment may not grow enough to pay for college. For example, if you choose a plan option that invests

in stock mutual funds, chances are that your invested funds' annual performance will mirror the trends of the stock market. Thus, you may lose money during a declining market.



Other considerations

Fees, charges, and expenses

• All 529 college savings plans have fees and expenses

• These charges vary among plans, but also can vary within a single plan 
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Investing in a 529 plan may impact financial aid eligibility*

• Each educational institution may treat assets held in a 529 account 
differently, but:

» Investing in a 529 plan will generally impact a student’s eligibility to receive need-
based financial aid for college

» For most families, the larger part of financial aid package may be in loans, so the 
more you can save for school, the less debt you and your student may have to incur

*https://www.sec.gov/reportspubs/investor-publications/investorpubsintro529htm.html



Options to consider
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529 college savings plan Custodial account (UGMA/UTMA) Coverdell Education Savings Account

• Tax-free investing and withdrawals for qualified 

education expenses

• Account owner control for the life of the 

account

• No income limits on contributors or age 

restrictions on beneficiaries

• High contribution maximums, often $400,000 

or more per beneficiary

• Low impact on financial aid eligibility

• Assets removed from taxable estate

• Tax-free gifts of up to $150,000 per 

beneficiary in a single year

• Some investment earnings may be taxed at 

child’s rate, the rest at parents’ rates

• Child assumes control at age of majority, 

usually 18 or 21

• Funds must be used for the child’s benefit, not 

necessarily for college

• High impact on financial aid eligibility

• Assets not removed from taxable estate if 

donor is also a custodian

• Tax-free investing and withdrawals for qualified 

expenses at any level of education

• Must contribute before beneficiary turns 18 

and generally must use assets by age 30

• Income limits on contributors

• Maximum contribution of $2,000 annually per 

beneficiary

• Low impact on financial aid eligibility

• Assets removed from taxable estate



Options to consider
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Roth IRA

Life insurance

Home equity loan

Private loan

HOW IT WORKS PROS CONS

• Withdraw retirement 

funds to pay for 

college

• Withdraw or borrow 

against the cash value of 

a policy to pay for college 

• Borrow against home 

equity value to pay for 

college

• Borrow from bank, credit 

union or other lenders 

outside the U.S. 

government

• No taxes or penalties when 

contributions are withdrawn

• No penalty if investment 

earnings withdrawn for 

qualified higher education 

expenses

• Assets not considered for 

federal financial aid

• Cash value grows tax-deferred; 

withdrawals generally tax-free

• Cash value not considered an 

asset for federal financial aid

• Have fixed interest rates often 

lower than college loans

• Not subject to borrowing limits 

of federal loans

• Interest may be tax-

deductible, subject to income 

limits

• Higher borrowing limits than 

federal loans

• Withdrawals treated as student income for federal financial aid

• Withdrawals for college reduce retirement savings

• Potential taxes on investment earnings withdrawn

• Annual contributions limited to $6,000 ($7,000 if age 50+)

• Contributors subject to income limits; no gifts allowed from others

• No state tax benefits

• Withdrawals treated as student income for federal financial aid

• Subject to fees, commissions and surrender charges

• Loan interest not tax-deductible

• No state tax benefits

• Interest not tax-deductible when used for college

• Unspent loan proceeds considered an asset for federal financial aid

• Less repayment flexibility than federal loans

• Risk of foreclosure if loan not repaid

• Interest rates often variable and higher than federal loans 

• Interest may be due while student is in college

• Less repayment flexibility than federal loans

• Often require cosigners
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If you have additional questions, send them to 

sageviewinfo@sageviewadvisory.com
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What We’ll Cover
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I What is an HSA?

II What is an FSA?

III Important differences and choosing 

what’s right for you 



What is an HSA?
An HSA is a tax-advantaged savings 

account used to pay for healthcare
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• Not typical savings accounts – only available to people who 

have a high-deductible health plan, or HDHP

» HDHP must be your only health insurance plan

» You may not be eligible for Medicare

» You cannot be claimed as a dependent on someone 

else’s tax return

• If your employer offers an HSA, you’d fund it pretax from 

your paycheck. If not, HSA contributions are tax-deductible

• HSA funds can be invested



What is an HSA?
Summary
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REQUIREMENTS ADVANTAGES COVERAGE

High deductible health care 

plan

Tax benefit

Pre-tax going in

Tax deferred growth

Income is tax-free

Covers most things

Pay premiums with it

Deductibles

Co-pays

Most medical expenses

Hearing aids

Vision

Contribution limits

2021          $3,600 (individual)

$7,200 (family)

Age 55+   +$1,000

ADVANTAGES

Triple Tax Advantage

‒Pre-tax going in

‒Tax deferred growth

‒ Income is tax-free

Covers most medical 

expenses

Pay Medicare 

premiums with it



What is an FSA?
FSAs come only as part of an employer 

benefits package
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• Use an FSA to pay for the same types of medical expenses 

as an HSA

• “Use it or lose it”

» Unless your employer has selected a rollover option, 

you lose any amount you haven’t spent at the end of 

the year

o IRS limits FSA rollovers to $550

In 2021, the FSA contribution limit is $2,750, with no 

differentiation between individual and family coverage. No 

catch-up contribution available. 



What is an FSA?
FSAs come only as part of an employer 

benefits package
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• The money in an FSA comes out of your paycheck before 

taxes, in regular increments, but the account is usually 

“pre-funded”

» The full contribution you selected during open 

enrollment is available to spend at the beginning of the 

year (even though you haven’t paid in full yet)



What is an FSA?
FSAs come only as part of an employer 

benefits package
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• The money in an FSA comes out of your paycheck before 

taxes, in regular increments, but the account is usually 

“pre-funded”

» The full contribution you selected during open 

enrollment is available to spend at the beginning of the 

year (even though you haven’t paid in full yet)

REMEMBER
If you leave your company in the middle of the year, you may 

need to pay back spent funds that haven’t been covered by 

your paycheck deductions yet.



Key differences between an HSA and FSA
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Source: Social Security Retirement Benefits brochure, 2019. 

Health Savings Account (HSA) Flexible Spending Account (FSA)

Eligibility requirements
Eligibility requirements include having a high-

deductible health plan (HDHP)
Employer must offer this benefit



Key differences between an HSA and FSA
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Source: Social Security Retirement Benefits brochure, 2019. 

Health Savings Account (HSA) Flexible Spending Account (FSA)

Eligibility requirements
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In most cases, you’ll lose your FSA with a job 

change. One exception: if you’re eligible for FSA 

continuation through COBRA.
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You have the ability to invest the funds in a long-

term savings vehicle

FSAs do not earn interest and aren’t eligible for 

investment opportunities
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Source: Social Security Retirement Benefits brochure, 2019. 

An FSA is like a line of credit:

For example, if your account balance is $50 in January but you want to 

buy a $200 pair of prescription eyeglass, you can do so, as long as you’re 

on track to save at least $200 by year’s end.

But if you don’t use the money by year’s end, you’ll likely lose it.

With an HSA, the money you save always stays with you. However, you 

can only spend money you’ve already saved.



Can you have both?
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If you qualify for an HSA, you cannot elect to set up 

both an HSA and FSA

• Exception: if the FSA is a “limited purpose” FSA*

• Limited purpose FSA can only be used for certain 

vision care, dental and post-deductible medical 

expenses

Having an HSA doesn’t impact the ability to have a 

dependent care FSA, which is separate from a 

healthcare FSA

*Check with your HR representative to understand the options available in your benefits plan

Source: Forbes

If you have additional questions, send them to 

sageviewinfo@sageviewadvisory.com



SageView Advisory Group 

4000 MacArthur Blvd, Suite 1050, Newport Beach, CA 92660| 800.814.8742 | www.sageviewadvisory.com

SageView Advisory Group LLC is a Registered Investment Advisor. Advisory Services are only offered to clients or prospective clients where SageView and its representatives are properly licensed or

exempt from licensure. This document is solely for informational purposes. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Investing involves risk and possible loss of principal capital. No advice may

be rendered by SageView unless a client service agreement is in place.
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MAKING YOUR MONEY LAST IN RETIREMENT
Know how much you’ll need and key expenses to keep in mind
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Living in retirement will be very different 

from working toward it
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I Picture It
Envision your retirement

II Pay For It
Create a retirement budget

III Plan It
Select strategies to help overcome risks

IV Position It
Build a retirement portfolio that’s designed to last



New retirement reality
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47% Fear declining health that 

requires long-term care

47% Worry about reduction or 

elimination of Social Security

37% Are concerned about outliving 

their savings



Picture it
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Ask yourself:

1. Logistics: Where will I live? What’s my retirement date?

2. Lifestyle: Will I travel, volunteer, or get a part-time job?

3. Legacy: What will I leave to family, friends, or 

philanthropic projects?

Establishing a clear picture of your 

retirement can help you:

• More accurately assess your needs

• Create a more realistic budget

• Decide which goals to defer or 

eliminate if you don’t have the money



Pay for it
With your priorities in hand, it’s time to build a realistic budget
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Source: Social Security Retirement Benefits brochure, 2019. 

General Rule

Most experts say you’ll 

need between

of your income to 

maintain your current 

standard of living in 

retirement.

70% to 100%
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need between

of your income to 

maintain your current 

standard of living in 

retirement.
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1.) Estimate your annual expenses
Start with your current annual expenses and adjust each one either up or down based on 

your retirement needs. Also add new ones as needed. 

Decreasing Costs Increasing Costs

Work-related expenses Health care

Retirement savings Leisure travel

Taxes Entertainment
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Source: Social Security Retirement Benefits brochure, 2019. 

General Rule

Most experts say you’ll 

need between

of your income to 

maintain your current 

standard of living in 

retirement.

70% to 100%

1.) Estimate your annual expenses
Start with your current annual expenses and adjust each one either up or down based on 

your retirement needs. Also add new ones as needed. 

Decreasing Costs Increasing Costs

Work-related expenses Health care

Retirement savings Leisure travel

Taxes Entertainment

Essential Discretionary

Food, housing, utilities Entertainment, gifts

Healthcare, insurance, taxes Travel, dining out

Now separate expenses into essential and discretionary. Note expenses that would be 

only one-time costs.



Pay for it
Estimate your annual income
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Source: American Century Investments, 2019.

*This is intended as directional only and not to represent a true retirement readiness  assessment. A full assessment requires a complete 

analysis of your financial situation.

Be sure to include all potential sources, such as:

• Lifetime income

» Social Security benefits, pensions and annuities

• Savings and investments

» Workplace retirement plan, IRAs, mutual funds, CDs, 

stocks / bonds and returns from these investments

• Earnings – full or part-time job

• Other assets

» Real estate and equity in a home or business 

Savings/Investments

401(k) $450,000

IRA $60,000

Mutual Funds $103,000

Stocks $23,000

Bonds $46,000

Total $682,000

Annual Income From Investments

$682,000 x 4% $27,280

Annual Income

Social Security $35,000

Annual Earnings

Part-time job $12,000

Total Annual Income $74,280

TOTAL INCOME EXAMPLE



Pay for it
How much you have vs. how much you need
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Source: American Century Investments, 2019.

*This is intended as directional only and not to represent a true retirement readiness  assessment. A full assessment requires a complete 

analysis of your financial situation.

Reality check: are you on track to retire?
With your estimated annual income and expenses in hand,

use this formula to get a preliminary, ball park assessment of

your retirement fitness.*

Savings/Investments

401(k) $450,000

IRA $60,000

Mutual Funds $103,000

Stocks $23,000

Bonds $46,000

Total $682,000

Annual Income From Investments

$682,000 x 4% $27,280

Annual Income

Social Security $35,000

Annual Earnings

Part-time job $12,000

Total Annual Income $74,280

TOTAL INCOME EXAMPLE

Expected Annual Income

Expected Annual Expenses
=

Retirement Funding  

Fitness Ratio
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analysis of your financial situation.

Reality check: are you on track to retire?
With your estimated annual income and expenses in hand,

use this formula to get a preliminary, ball park assessment of

your retirement fitness.*

Savings/Investments

401(k) $450,000

IRA $60,000

Mutual Funds $103,000

Stocks $23,000

Bonds $46,000

Total $682,000

Annual Income From Investments

$682,000 x 4% $27,280

Annual Income

Social Security $35,000

Annual Earnings

Part-time job $12,000

Total Annual Income $74,280
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Expected Annual Income

Expected Annual Expenses
=

Retirement Funding  

Fitness Ratio

< .75

Your retirement is 

possibly  

underfunded

.75 to 1.0

You may need to make 

income or expense 

adjustments

≥ 1.1

Good possibility you will have 

enough to cover expected 

expenses, plus some 

unexpected ones



Social Security
What a difference a year makes
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You get the most benefit from Social Security when you wait until your full benefit age. If your 

full retirement age is 67, your Social Security benefit is reduced by about:



Plan to make your money last

The biggest risk that retirees can face is running out of money. 
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*Surviving member of a couple. Source: Social Security 2010 Mortality Tables with 1% mortality improvement. Life Expectancy Calculator 

created by Mary Pat Campbell, FSA, updated July 2010, Society of Actuaries.

How much should you withdraw from

your retirement account annually?

Old Rule: The 4% Rule

As long as your withdraw 4% of your

balance from your retirement accounts

each year – no more, no less – your

money should last 30 years.

New Rule: 3-4%

A more conservative approach to adjust

for market volatility. Review periodically

to make sure you’re on track.



Plan to make your money last

Taking too much can deplete your savings too fast. Lower withdrawal 
rates can make your money last longer*

Fall 2021 Financial Wellness Workshop

*Hypothetical Examples

These hypothetical situations contain assumptions that are intended for illustrative purposes only and are not representative of the performance of any security. There is no assurance similar results can be achieved, and this

information should not be relied upon as a specific recommendation to buy or sell securities. Assumes a portfolio with 50% equity, 45% bond, 5% cash allocation over 30 years at a 90% confidence level, with the following

average monthly capital market returns: Stocks: 7.90%, 18.90% standard deviation; Bonds: 5.00%, 4.95% standard deviation; Cash: 2.25%, 1.00% standard deviation. The correlation between Stock and Bond returns is 0.2.

Inflation rate is assumed to be 2% annually and is included in each of the withdrawal rates depicted above.

Standard deviation defines how widely returns vary from the averageover a period of time.

Source: American Century Investments, 2019.



Plan to make your money last
Losing purchasing power is a risk in retirement

Help maintain your buying power

• Consider adding inflation-hedging investments to your portfolio.

• Stocks are an important part of a retirement portfolio. Seek enough 
stock exposure for the potential to outpace inflation.

• Make sure you maximize Social Security payments, which are 
automatically adjusted for inflation.

Fall 2021 Financial Wellness Workshop



Plan to make your money last
Diminish volatility impact
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Balance market highs and 

lows by having a mix of 

investment types.

Align your asset allocation 

with how much risk you’re 

willing to take, so you’re less 

likely to panic in case of a 

downturn.

Reevaluate withdrawals during 

market declines, since you 

may not recover those losses 

when the market rebounds.
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36%
of retirees left the workforce 

earlier than planned
Nerd Wallet, www.nerdwallet.com/blog/investing/retirement-savings-study



Be mindful of healthcare costs in retirement
Planning is critical. Healthcare costs are forecast to grow faster than Social 
Security’s cost of living adjustment (COLA).

Fall 2021 Financial Wellness Workshop

Sources: HealthView Services 2017 Retirement Health Care Costs Data Report: Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index 

(inflation) data as of August 2018.

Projected Annual Increase Over the Next 10 Years



Healthcare costs in retirement
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An average 65-year-old married couple retiring 

today may pay:

$404k
For retirement health 

care costs*

*Includes all average expenses not covered by Medicare, such as additional premiums for Medicare Parts B and D, supplemental insurance, deductibles, copays, and costs for hearing, vision and dental care. 

Source: HealthView Services 2017 Retirement  Health Care Costs Data Report.



Be mindful of healthcare costs in retirement
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Source: 2018 Retirement Confidence Survey. Employee Benefit Research Institute

81%
of current 

workers

61%
of retirees

44%
of retirees

haven’t calculated how much they’ll need to 

pay for health care in retirement

say that they’ve already spent more on 

health care than they expected



Medicare won’t pay for everything
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Source: 2018 Retirement Confidence Survey. Employee Benefit Research Institute

What’s not covered by Medicare Part A and Part B?

• Long-term care

• Most dental care

• Eye exams related to prescribing glasses

• Dentures

• Cosmetic surgery

• Acupuncture

• Hearing aids and exams for fitting them

• Routine foot care

Source: medicare.gov



Consider the costs of long-term care
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1. Genworth, 2017. Cost of Care Survey

2. https://www.genworth.com/aging-and-you/finances/cost-of-care.html

Source: Inspired Meetings

Nursing Home $7,513/month/Semiprivate

Assisted Living $4,051/month

Home Health Aid $4,385/month
4



Position your portfolio appropriately
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1. Match spending to risk
Align investment risk to cover the types of 

expenses you have.

Lower-Risk Investments

• Short-term government

• Intermediate-term government

• Corporate bonds

Use lower risk / lower volatility investments for 

essential expenses, especially in the first three to 

five years.

Stock Investments

• Growth

• Value 

• International

Use stocks for discretionary expenses, to address 

longevity and inflation risks, and fund legacy wishes.

Diversification cannot protect against loss in a down market.

This information is for educational purposes only and is not intended as investment advice.
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Align investment risk to cover the types of 

expenses you have.

Lower-Risk Investments

• Short-term government

• Intermediate-term government
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Use lower risk / lower volatility investments for 

essential expenses, especially in the first three to 

five years.

Stock Investments
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• Value 

• International

Use stocks for discretionary expenses, to address 

longevity and inflation risks, and fund legacy wishes.

Diversification cannot protect against loss in a down market.

This information is for educational purposes only and is not intended as investment advice.

2. Choose the right asset allocation
Having the appropriate mix of stocks, bonds 

and cash may improve your odds of retirement 

success.

You may want more stock exposure when:

• Your retirement time frame is longer

• Inflation is higher

• Your withdrawal rate is higher

• You have a higher risk tolerance

You can have lower stock exposure when:

• Market risk is high

• Your retirement is well-funded and                  

conservative investments will sustain                    

your retirement income
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• Short-term government

• Intermediate-term government

• Corporate bonds

Use lower risk / lower volatility investments for 

essential expenses, especially in the first three to 

five years.

Stock Investments

• Growth

• Value 

• International

Use stocks for discretionary expenses, to address 

longevity and inflation risks, and fund legacy wishes.
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2. Choose the right asset allocation
Having the appropriate mix of stocks, bonds 

and cash may improve your odds of retirement 

success.

You may want more stock exposure when:

• Your retirement time frame is longer

• Inflation is higher

• Your withdrawal rate is higher

• You have a higher risk tolerance

You can have lower stock exposure when:

• Market risk is high

• Your retirement is well-funded and                  

conservative investments will sustain                    

your retirement income

3. Enhance diversification

• Spreading your money across different 

asset types has historically been 

successful for managing volatility

• Diversification may also help increase the 

probability that your money will last



Retirement 

income checklist
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✓ Visualize your retirement and goals

✓ Estimate expenses, health care costs and income
Create a retirement budget

✓ Make a plan – take into account:
Living longer than you think

Losing purchasing power

Market volatility

How much you should withdraw

Social Security

✓ Build a portfolio
Determine how much risk you can handle and diversification strategies

✓ Revisit
At least annually, make sure your time horizon and risk tolerance haven’t changed



If you have additional questions, send them to 

sageviewinfo@sageviewadvisory.com

Fall 2021 Financial Wellness Workshop
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Money Matters

Financial Wellness Workshop

Thanks for joining us! If you have additional questions, please send them to 

sageviewinfo@sageviewadvisory.com.

FALL 2021 Social Security College Savings 

529 Plans
HSAs and FSAs

Making your 

Money Last in 

Retirement


